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Abstract
In order to correctly assess the nutritional quality of a raw or manufactured food product, the
first step is to obtain the associated nutritional values. Food composition databases (FCDBs)
managed at national level provide values for nutrients of foods. Unfortunately, values
associated with some nutrients of interest may be lacking in the FCDB of the country in which
the nutritional quality must be assessed and finding values associated with nutrients for similar
foods in other FCDBs is a way to deal with incompleteness. An additional issue arises because
the vocabulary used to denote a given food in a given FCDB is usually different from the one
used in others. In this paper, the authors address the problem of retrieving the nutritional value
of foods by querying different FCDBs through FoodOn used as pivot ontology. The article
presents a new food source alignment method between two FCDBs. The method has been
evaluated on the French and United States food nutritional FCDBs. The proposed solution for
the incompleteness management task has been assessed with a real use case.
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1. Introduction
For national and international food trading, it is a challenge to automatically generate the nutrition
information panel required by regulation for raw or manufactured food products in many countries. The
first challenge is to identify the nutritional values of the raw or manufactured food product either by its
identification in an appropriate Food Composition DataBase (FCDB) [1], or by designing a specific
experimental analysis procedure which may require high expertise, performant analysis tools and time.
Unfortunately, values associated with nutrients of interest for a food may be lacking in the FCDB of
the country in which the nutritional quality must be assessed. Finding values associated with nutrients
for similar foods in other FCDBs is a way commonly used by nutritionists to deal with incompleteness.
This paper addresses the problem of semi-automatically identifying the nutritional value of raw or
manufactured food products by querying different Food Composition Databases through a pivot
vocabulary (named a master-code approach in [2]) in order to deal with the lack of nutrient values. An
additional issue arises because the vocabulary used to describe the ingredients of a food or a recipe in
a given FCDB is usually different from the vocabulary used in others.
A lot of efforts have been done during the 30 last years in order to harmonize food nutritional data
sources through world wide networks like INFOODS [6] or EUROFIR [7]. A lot of standards exist
concerning food classification and description systems, as reviewed and compared in [2]. LanguaL [5],
a multilingual thesaurus using faceted classification, is used in major food composition databases, e.g.
in the United States [9], Europe [7] and France [8] to define a food item by a set of standard controlled
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terms. Moreover, FoodOn [3] is an ontology, initially based on a conversion of the LanguaL thesaurus,
integrated with other resources and aiming to be the open standard controlled vocabulary for food
science. In order to be able to integrate these major FCDBs and terminologies, called food sources, this
paper proposes to align on FoodOn (that is therefore used as a pivot) a given food using both its LanguaL
and English terminological descriptions commonly available in all FCDBs. In this proposed scenario,
two foods from two different food sources being indexed with the same LanguaL description and same
terminological English description are assumed to represent the same food.

2. Principles of the new alignment method
This flash presentation presents a new method to align a food source on a target one (i.e. FoodOn)
using both food LanguaL description and the English terminological description. Our method has two
main steps: (1) transformation of the food sources in food ontologies and (2) food product alignment
computation based on semantic and syntactic information. In this approach, aligning a new FCDB on
FoodOn will take benefit of FCDBs already aligned on FoodOn. Indeed, it allows by transitivity an
automatic alignment of the new FCDB on FCDBs already aligned and avoids bilateral alignment efforts
between FCDBs. During the French national Meatylab project gathering industrial and academic
partners, this approach has been implemented in a new application called MultiDB explorer which
currently integrates several national FCDBs including Ciqual and USDA. MultiDB explorer has been
in particular used to deal with the lack of values in Ciqual for 3 nutrients of interest selected by industrial
partners (Vitamin C, Vitamin B12, iron).

3. Flash presentation schedule
The flash presentation will be composed of three parts: (1) principles of the algorithm used to align
food ontologies using FoodOn, (ii) assessment of the algorithm using a Gold Standard specifically
realized for this work, (iii) use case assessment consisting in finding in USDA food source values
associated with nutrients vitamin C, vitamin B12 and iron when they are not known in Ciqual for a
given food. A complete description of this work can be found in [10].
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